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General Information About Cervical 
Cancer

KEY POINTS
• Cervical cancer is a disease in which malig-

nant (cancer) cells form in the tissues of the 
cervix.

• Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection is the 
major risk factor for cervical cancer.

• There are usually no signs or symptoms of 
early cervical cancer but it can be detected 
early with regular check-ups.

• Signs and symptoms of cervical cancer in-
clude vaginal bleeding and pelvic pain.

• Tests that examine the cervix are used to de-
tect (find) and diagnose cervical cancer.

• Certain factors affect prognosis (chance of 
recovery) and treatment options.

Cervical cancer is a disease in which  
malignant (cancer) cells form in the  
tissues of the cervix.

The cervix is the lower, narrow end of the uter-
us (the hollow, pear-shaped organ where a fetus 
grows). The cervix leads from the uterus to the vagi-
na (birth canal).

The information in this booklet is from the National Cancer 
Institute PDQ cancer information summary on cervical  
cancer. 

Learning about medical care for cervical cancer can help you 
take an active part in making choices about your care. This 
booklet tells about: 
 
Diagnosis, Staging and Treatment 
Side Effects 
Taking Part in Research Studies 
Coping with Cancer and Managing Cancer Care 
 
You can read this booklet from front to back. Or, you can 
read only the sections you need right now. 
 
For the latest information about cervical cancer please visit 
the National Cancer Institute (NCI) website at   
www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/patient/cervical- 
treatment-pdq

Or contact the NCI Cancer Information Service. The Cancer 
Information Service can answer your questions about cancer.  
Call 1-800-4-CANCER (1-800-422-6237).

Words to Know 
Words in bold are in the “Words to Know” section on page  
56. The “Words to Know” section explains these words. It 
also shows how to pronounce them. 
 
Links to Cancer-Related Websites 
Links you may want to learn more about are in parenthesis. 
(i.e. www.cancer.gov) A complete list of the cancer-related 
website links begins on page 66, at the end of this booklet.

About This Booklet 
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more deeply into the cervix and to surrounding 
areas. 

Cervical cancer in children is rare.

See the following PDQ summaries for more infor-
mation about cervical cancer:

• Cervical Cancer Prevention  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/ 
patient/cervical-prevention-pdq)

• Cervical Cancer Screening  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/ 
patient/cervical-screening-pdq)

• Unusual Cancers of Childhood Treatment 
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/childhood- 
cancers/patient/unusual-cancers- 
childhood-pdq)

Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection is 
the major risk factor for cervical cancer.

Anything that increases your chance of getting a 
disease is called a risk factor. Having a risk factor 
does not mean that you will get cancer; not having 
risk factors doesn't mean that you will not get can-
cer. Talk to your doctor if you think you may be at 
risk for cervical cancer.

Risk factors for cervical cancer include the follow-
ing:

• Being infected with human papillomavirus 
(HPV). This is the most important risk factor 

Anatomy of the female reproductive system. The organs in 
the female reproductive system include the uterus, ovaries, 
fallopian tubes, cervix, and vagina. The uterus has a muscular 
outer layer called the myometrium and an inner lining called 
the endometrium. 

Cervical cancer usually develops slowly over time. 
Before cancer appears in the cervix, the cells of the 
cervix go through changes known as dysplasia, in 
which abnormal cells begin to appear in the cer-
vical tissue. Over time, the abnormal cells may 
become cancer cells and start to grow and spread 
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chance of getting cancer increases as you get older. 

There are usually no signs or symptoms of 
early cervical cancer but it can be  
detected early with regular check-ups.

Early cervical cancer may not cause signs or symp-
toms. Women should have regular check-ups, in-
cluding tests to check for human papillomavirus 
(HPV) or abnormal cells in the cervix. The progno-
sis (chance of recovery) is better when the cancer is 
found early.

Signs and symptoms of cervical cancer 
include vaginal bleeding and pelvic pain.

These and other signs and symptoms may be 
caused by cervical cancer or by other conditions. 
Check with your doctor if you have any of the fol-
lowing:

• Vaginal bleeding (including bleeding after 
sexual intercourse).

• Unusual vaginal discharge.

• Pelvic pain.

• Pain during sexual intercourse.

Tests that examine the cervix are used to 
detect (find) and diagnose cervical cancer.

The following procedures may be used: 

for cervical cancer.

• Being exposed to the drug DES (diethylstil-
bestrol) while in the mother's womb.

In women who are infected with HPV, the follow-
ing risk factors add to the increased risk of cervical 
cancer:

• Giving birth to many children.

• Smoking cigarettes.

• Using oral contraceptives ("the Pill") for a 
long time.

There are also risk factors that increase the risk of 
HPV infection:

• Having a weakened immune system caused 
by immunosuppression. Immunosuppression 
weakens the body’s ability to fight infections 
and other diseases. The body's ability to fight 
HPV infection may be lowered by long-term 
immunosuppression from: 

• being infected with human immunode-
ficiency virus (HIV).

• taking medicine to help prevent organ 
rejection after a transplant.

• Being sexually active at a young age.

• Having many sexual partners.

Older age is a main risk factor for most cancers. The 
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Pelvic exam. A doctor or nurse inserts one or two lubricated, 
gloved fingers of one hand into the vagina and presses on the 
lower abdomen with the other hand. This is done to feel the 
size, shape, and position of the uterus and ovaries. The vagi-
na, cervix, fallopian tubes, and rectum are also checked.

 

 
 
 
 

• Physical exam and history: An exam of the 
body to check general signs of health, in-
cluding checking for signs of disease, such as 
lumps or anything else that seems unusual. A 
history of the patient’s health habits and past 
illnesses and treatments will also be taken.

• Pelvic exam: An exam of the vagina, cervix, 
uterus, fallopian tubes, ovaries, and rectum. 
A speculum is inserted into the vagina and 
the doctor or nurse looks at the vagina and 
cervix for signs of disease. A Pap test of the 
cervix is usually done. The doctor or nurse 
also inserts one or two lubricated, gloved 
fingers of one hand into the vagina and plac-
es the other hand over the lower abdomen to 
feel the size, shape, and position of the uterus 
and ovaries. The doctor or nurse also inserts 
a lubricated, gloved finger into the rectum to 
feel for lumps or abnormal areas.
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• Human papillomavirus (HPV) test: A lab-
oratory test used to check DNA or RNA for 
certain types of HPV infection. Cells are col-
lected from the cervix and DNA or RNA from 
the cells is checked to find out if an infection 
is caused by a type of HPV that is linked to 
cervical cancer. This test may be done using 
the sample of cells removed during a Pap test. 
This test may also be done if the results of a 
Pap test show certain abnormal cervical cells.

• Endocervical curettage: A procedure to collect 
cells or tissue from the cervical canal using 
a curette (spoon-shaped instrument). Tissue 
samples are taken and checked under a mi-
croscope for signs of cancer. This procedure is 
sometimes done at the same time as a colpos-
copy.

• Colposcopy: A procedure in which a colpo-
scope (a lighted, magnifying instrument) is 
used to check the vagina and cervix for ab-
normal areas. Tissue samples may be taken 
using a curette (spoon-shaped instrument) or 
a brush and checked under a microscope for 
signs of disease.

• Biopsy: If abnormal cells are found in a Pap 
test, the doctor may do a biopsy. A sample of 
tissue is cut from the cervix and viewed under 
a microscope by a pathologist to check for 
signs of cancer. A biopsy that removes only a 
small amount of tissue is usually done in the 

• Pap test: A procedure to collect cells from 
the surface of the cervix and vagina. A piece 
of cotton, a brush, or a small wooden stick is 
used to gently scrape cells from the cervix and 
vagina. The cells are viewed under a micro-
scope to find out if they are abnormal. This 
procedure is also called a Pap smear.

Pap test. A speculum is inserted into the vagina to widen it. 
Then, a brush is inserted into the vagina to collect cells from 
the cervix. The cells are checked under a microscope for 
signs of disease.
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• The patient’s age.

Treatment of cervical cancer during pregnancy 
depends on the stage of the cancer and the stage of 
the pregnancy. For cervical cancer found early or for 
cancer found during the last trimester of pregnan-
cy, treatment may be delayed until after the baby is 
born. For more information, see the section on Cer-
vical Cancer During Pregnancy (Link: www.cancer.
gov/types/cervical/patient/cervical-treatment-pdq).

Stages of Cervical Cancer

KEY POINTS
• After cervical cancer has been diagnosed, tests 

are done to find out if cancer cells have spread 
within the cervix or to other parts of the body.

• There are three ways that cancer spreads in 
the body.

• Cancer may spread from where it began to 
other parts of the body.

• The following stages are used for cervical 
cancer:

• Carcinoma in Situ (Stage 0)

• Stage I

• Stage II

doctor’s office. A woman may need to go to a 
hospital for a cervical cone biopsy (removal of 
a larger, cone-shaped sample of cervical tis-
sue).

Certain factors affect prognosis (chance 
of recovery) and treatment options.

The prognosis (chance of recovery) depends on the 
following:

• The stage of the cancer (the size of the tumor 
and whether it affects part of the cervix or 
the whole cervix, or has spread to the lymph 
nodes or other places in the body).

• The type of cervical cancer.

• The patient's age and general health.

• Whether the patient has a certain type of hu-
man papillomavirus (HPV).

• Whether the patient has human immunodefi-
ciency virus (HIV).

• Whether the cancer has just been diagnosed 
or has recurred (come back).

Treatment options depend on the following:
• The stage of the cancer.

• The type of cervical cancer.

• The patient's desire to have children.
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The PET scanner rotates around the body and 
makes a picture of where glucose is being 
used in the body. Malignant tumor cells show 
up brighter in the picture because they are 
more active and take up more glucose than 
normal cells do.

• MRI (magnetic resonance imaging): A proce-
dure that uses a magnet, radio waves, and a 
computer to make a series of detailed pictures 
of areas inside the body. This procedure is also 
called nuclear magnetic resonance imaging 
(NMRI).

• Ultrasound exam: A procedure in which 
high-energy sound waves (ultrasound) are 
bounced off internal tissues or organs and 
make echoes. The echoes form a picture of 
body tissues called a sonogram. This picture 
can be printed to be looked at later.

• Chest x-ray: An x-ray of the organs and bones 
inside the chest. An x-ray is a type of energy 
beam that can go through the body and onto 
film, making a picture of areas inside the 
body.

• Cystoscopy: A procedure to look inside the 
bladder and urethra to check for abnormal ar-
eas. A cystoscope is inserted through the ure-
thra into the bladder. A cystoscope is a thin, 
tube-like instrument with a light and a lens 
for viewing. It may also have a tool to remove 
tissue samples, which are checked under a 

• Stage III

• Stage IV

After cervical cancer has been diagnosed, 
tests are done to find out if cancer cells 
have spread within the cervix or to other 
parts of the body. 

The process used to find out if cancer has spread 
within the cervix or to other parts of the body is 
called staging. The information gathered from the 
staging process determines the stage of the disease. 
It is important to know the stage in order to plan 
treatment. 

The following tests and procedures may be used in 
the staging process:

• CT scan (CAT scan): A procedure that makes 
a series of detailed pictures of areas inside the 
body, taken from different angles. The pictures 
are made by a computer linked to an x-ray 
machine. A dye may be injected into a vein or 
swallowed to help the organs or tissues show 
up more clearly. This procedure is also called 
computed tomography, computerized tomog-
raphy, or computerized axial tomography.

• PET scan (positron emission tomography 
scan): A procedure to find malignant tumor 
cells in the body. A small amount of radio-
active glucose (sugar) is injected into a vein. 
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• Lymph system. The cancer spreads from 
where it began by getting into the lymph 
system. The cancer travels through the lymph 
vessels to other parts of the body.

• Blood. The cancer spreads from where it be-
gan by getting into the blood. The cancer trav-
els through the blood vessels to other parts of 
the body.

Cancer may spread from where it began 
to other parts of the body.

When cancer spreads to another part of the body, it 
is called metastasis. Cancer cells break away from 
where they began (the primary tumor) and travel 
through the lymph system or blood.

• Lymph system. The cancer gets into the 
lymph system, travels through the lymph ves-
sels, and forms a tumor (metastatic tumor) in 
another part of the body.

• Blood. The cancer gets into the blood, travels 
through the blood vessels, and forms a tumor 
(metastatic tumor) in another part of the body.

The metastatic tumor is the same type of cancer as 
the primary tumor. For example, if cervical cancer 
spreads to the lung, the cancer cells in the lung are 
actually cervical cancer cells. The disease is meta-
static cervical cancer, not lung cancer.

microscope for signs of cancer. 

• Laparoscopy: A surgical procedure to look at 
the organs inside the abdomen to check for 
signs of disease. Small incisions (cuts) are 
made in the wall of the abdomen and a lapa-
roscope (a thin, lighted tube) is inserted into 
one of the incisions. Other instruments may 
be inserted through the same or other inci-
sions to perform procedures such as removing 
organs or taking tissue samples to be checked 
under a microscope for signs of disease.

• Pretreatment surgical staging: Surgery (an 
operation) is done to find out if the cancer has 
spread within the cervix or to other parts of 
the body. In some cases, the cervical cancer 
can be removed at the same time. Pretreat-
ment surgical staging is usually done only as 
part of a clinical trial. 

The results of these tests are viewed together with 
the results of the original tumor biopsy to deter-
mine the cervical cancer stage.

There are three ways that cancer spreads 
in the body.

Cancer can spread through tissue, the lymph sys-
tem, and the blood:

• Tissue. The cancer spreads from where it be-
gan by growing into nearby areas.
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found in the innermost lining of the cervix. These 
abnormal cells may become cancer and spread into 
nearby normal tissue. 

Millimeters (mm). A sharp pencil point is about 1 mm, a new 
crayon point is about 2 mm, and a new pencil eraser is about 
5 mm.

Stage I

In stage I, cancer is found in the cervix only. 

Stage I is divided into stages IA and IB, based on the 
amount of cancer that is found.

 
The National Cancer Institute (NCI) has a video for 
patients called, "Metastasis: How Cancer Spreads".
You can view this link and learn more at the web-
page of the NCI:  
www.cancer.gov/metastatic-cancer

 
The following stages are used for cervical 
cancer:

Carcinoma in Situ (Stage 0)

In carcinoma in situ (stage 0), abnormal cells are 
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millimeters deep and not more than 7 milli-
meters wide.

• In stage IA2, the cancer is more than 3 but not 
more than 5 millimeters deep, and not more 
than 7 millimeters wide.

Stage IB:  

Stage IB1 and IB2 cervical cancer. In stage 1B1, the cancer 
can only be seen with a microscope and is more than 5 mm 
deep and more than 7 mm wide OR the cancer can be seen 
without a microscope and is 4 cm or smaller. In stage IB2, the 
cancer is larger than 4 cm.

Stage IB is divided into stages IB1 and IB2, based on 
the size of the tumor.

• In stage IB1:the cancer can only be seen with 
a microscope and is more than 5 millimeters 
deep and more than 7 millimeters wide; or

Stage IA: 

Stage IA1 and IA2 cervical cancer. A very small amount of 
cancer that can only be seen with a microscope is found in 
the tissues of the cervix. In stage IA1, the cancer is not more 
than 3 millimeters deep and not more than 7 millimeters wide. 
In stage IA2, the cancer is more than 3 but not more than 5 
millimeters deep, and not more than 7 millimeters wide. 
 
A very small amount of cancer that can only be seen 
with a microscope is found in the tissues of the 
cervix.  
 
Stage IA is divided into stages IA1 and IA2, based 
on the size of the tumor.

• In stage IA1, the cancer is not more than 3 
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In stage II, cancer has spread beyond the uterus but 
not onto the pelvic wall (the tissues that line the 
part of the body between the hips) or to the lower 
third of the vagina. 

Stage II is divided into stages IIA and IIB, based on 
how far the cancer has spread. 

• Stage IIA: Cancer has spread beyond the cer-
vix to the upper two thirds of the vagina but 
not to tissues around the uterus. Stage IIA is 
divided into stages IIA1 and IIA2, based on 
the size of the tumor.

• In stage IIA1, the tumor can be seen 
without a microscope and is not more 
than 4 centimeters.

• In stage IIA2, the tumor can be seen 
without a microscope and is more than 4 
centimeters.

• Stage IIB: Cancer has spread beyond the cer-
vix to the tissues around the uterus but not 
onto the pelvic wall.

Stage III

In stage III, cancer has spread to the lower third of 
the vagina, and/or onto the pelvic wall, and/or has 
caused kidney problems. 

Stage III is divided into stages IIIA and IIIB, based 
on how far the cancer has spread. 

• the cancer can be seen without a microscope 
and is not more than 4 centimeters.

In stage IB2, the cancer can be seen without a micro-
scope and is more than 4 centimeters.

Stage II

Stage II cervical cancer. Cancer has spread beyond the cervix 
but not to the pelvic wall or to the lower third of the vagina. 
In stages IIA1 and IIA2, cancer has spread beyond the cervix 
to the vagina. In stage IIA1, the tumor can be seen without a 
microscope and is 4 centimeters or smaller. In stage IIA2, the 
tumor can be seen without a microscope and is larger than 4 
centimeters. In stage IIB, cancer has spread beyond the cer-
vix to the tissues around the uterus.
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Stage IIIB:

Stage IIIB cervical cancer. Cancer has spread to the pelvic 
wall; and/or the tumor has become large enough to block 
the ureters (the tubes that connect the kidneys to the blad-
der). The drawing shows the ureter on the right blocked by 
the cancer. This blockage can cause the kidney to enlarge or 
stop working.

• Cancer has spread onto the pelvic wall; or 

• the tumor has become large enough to block 
one or both ureters (tubes that connect the 
kidneys to the bladder) and has caused one 
or both kidneys to get bigger or stop working.

Stage IIIA: 

Stage IIIA cervical cancer. Cancer has spread to the lower 
third of the vagina but not to the pelvic wall.

Cancer has spread to the lower third of the vagina 
but not onto the pelvic wall. 
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• Stage IVB:

Stage IVB cervical cancer. The cancer has spread to other 
parts of the body, such as the lymph nodes, lung, liver, intes-
tine, or bone.

Cancer has spread to other parts of the body, such 
as the liver, lungs, bones, or distant lymph nodes.

Stage IV
In stage IV, cancer has spread beyond the pelvis, 
or can be seen in the lining of the bladder and/or 
rectum, or has spread to other parts of the body. 

Stage IV is divided into stages IVA and IVB, based 
on where the cancer has spread.

• Stage IVA: 

Stage IVA cervical cancer. Cancer has spread to nearby or-
gans, such as the bladder or rectum.

Cancer has spread to nearby organs, such as the 
bladder or rectum.
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• Patients can enter clinical trials before, during, 
or after starting their cancer treatment.

• Follow-up tests may be needed.

There are different types of treatment for 
patients with cervical cancer. 

Different types of treatment are available for pa-
tients with cervical cancer. Some treatments are 
standard (the currently used treatment), and some 
are being tested in clinical trials. A treatment clini-
cal trial is a research study meant to help improve 
current treatments or obtain information on new 
treatments for patients with cancer. When clinical 
trials show that a new treatment is better than the 
standard treatment, the new treatment may become 
the standard treatment. Patients may want to think 
about taking part in a clinical trial. Some clinical 
trials are open only to patients who have not started 
treatment.

Five types of standard treatment are used:

Surgery 

Surgery (removing the cancer in an operation) is 
sometimes used to treat cervical cancer. The follow-
ing surgical procedures may be used:

• Conization: A procedure to remove a cone-
shaped piece of tissue from the cervix and 
cervical canal. A pathologist views the tissue 

Recurrent Cervical Cancer

Recurrent cervicalcancer is cancer that has re-
curred(come back) after it has been treated. The 
cancer may come backin the cervix or in other parts 
ofthe body. 

Treatment Option Overview

KEY POINTS
• There are different types of treatment for pa-

tients with cervical cancer.

• Five types of standard treatment are used:

• Surgery

• Radiation therapy

• Chemotherapy

• Targeted therapy

• Immunotherapy

• New types of treatment are being tested in 
clinical trials.

• Treatment for cervical cancer may cause side 
effects.

• Patients may want to think about taking part 
in a clinical trial.
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the abdomen, the operation is called a total abdom-
inal hysterectomy. If the uterus and cervix are taken 
out through a small incision in the abdomen using 
a laparoscope, the operation is called a total laparo-
scopic hysterectomy. 
 

Hysterectomy. The uterus is surgically removed with or without oth-
er organs or tissues. In a total hysterectomy, the uterus and cervix 
are removed. In a total hysterectomy with salpingo-oophorecto-
my, (a) the uterus plus one (unilateral) ovary and fallopian tube are 
removed; or (b) the uterus plus both (bilateral) ovaries and fallopian 
tubes are removed. In a radical hysterectomy, the uterus, cervix, 
both ovaries, both fallopian tubes, and nearby tissue are removed. 
These procedures are done using a low transverse incision or a 
vertical incision.

under a microscope to look for cancer cells. 
Conization may be used to diagnose or treat 
a cervical condition. This procedure is also 
called a cone biopsy. 
 
Conization may be done using one of the fol-
lowing procedures:

• Cold-knife conization: A surgical proce-
dure that uses a scalpel (sharp knife) to 
remove abnormal tissue or cancer.

• Loop electrosurgical excision proce-
dure (LEEP): A surgical procedure that 
uses electrical current passed through a 
thin wire loop as a knife to remove ab-
normal tissue or cancer.

• Laser surgery:A surgical procedure that 
uses a laser beam (a narrow beam of 
intense light) as a knife to make blood-
less cuts in tissue or to remove a surface 
lesion such as a tumor.

The type of conization procedure used depends on 
where the cancer cells are in the cervix and the type 
of cervical cancer.

Total hysterectomy: Surgery to remove the uter-
us, including the cervix. If the uterus and cervix 
are taken out through the vagina, the operation is 
called a vaginal hysterectomy. If the uterus and 
cervix are taken out through a large incision (cut) in 
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Radiation therapy 

Radiation therapy is a cancer treatment that uses 
high-energy x-rays or other types of radiation to kill 
cancer cells or keep them from growing. There are 
two types of radiation therapy:

• External radiation therapy uses a machine 
outside the body to send radiation toward the 
cancer. Certain ways of giving radiation ther-
apy can help keep radiation from damaging 
nearby healthy tissue. This type of radiation 
therapy includes the following: 

• Intensity-modulated radiation therapy 
(IMRT): IMRT is a type of 3-dimension-
al (3-D) radiation therapy that uses a 
computer to make pictures of the size 
and shape of the tumor. Thin beams 
of radiation of different intensities 
(strengths) are aimed at the tumor from 
many angles.

• Internal radiation therapy uses a radioactive 
substance sealed in needles, seeds, wires, or 
catheters that are placed directly into or near 
the cancer.

The way the radiation therapy is given depends 
on the type and stage of the cancer being treated. 
External and internal radiation therapy are used to 
treat cervical cancer, and may also be used as pal-
liative therapy to relieve symptoms and improve 
quality of life.

• Radical hysterectomy:Surgery to remove the 
uterus, cervix, part of the vagina, and a wide 
area of ligaments and tissues around these or-
gans. The ovaries, fallopian tubes, or nearby 
lymph nodes may also be removed.

• Modified radical hysterectomy: Surgery to 
remove the uterus, cervix, upper part of the 
vagina, and ligaments and tissues that closely 
surround these organs. Nearby lymph nodes 
may also be removed. In this type of surgery, 
not as many tissues and/or organs are re-
moved as in a radical hysterectomy.

• Radical trachelectomy: Surgery to remove the 
cervix, nearby tissue and lymph nodes, and 
the upper part of the vagina. The uterus and 
ovaries are not removed.

• Bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy: Surgery to 
remove both ovaries and bothfallopian tubes.

• Pelvic exenteration: Surgery to remove the 
lower colon, rectum, and bladder. The cer-
vix, vagina, ovaries, and nearby lymph nodes 
are also removed. Artificial openings (stoma) 
are made for urine and stool to flow from the 
body to a collection bag. Plastic surgery may-
be needed to make an artificial vagina after 
this operation.
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spreading. Monoclonal antibodies are given by 
infusion. They may be used alone or to carry drugs, 
toxins, or radioactive material directly to cancer 
cells.

Bevacizumab is a monoclonal antibody that binds 
to a protein called vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF) and may prevent the growth of new 
blood vessels that tumors need to grow. Bevaci-
zumab is used to treat cervical cancer that has me-
tastasized (spread to other parts of the body) and 
recurrent cervical cancer.

See Drugs Approved for Cervical Cancer  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
drugs/cervical) for more information.

Immunotherapy

Immunotherapy is a treatment that uses the pa-
tient's immune system to fight cancer. Substances 
made by the body or made in a laboratory are used 
to boost, direct, or restore the body's natural defens-
es against cancer. This type of cancer treatment is 
also called biotherapy or biologic therapy.

Immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy is a type of 
immunotherapy.

• Immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy: PD-1 
is a protein on the surface of T cells that helps 
keep the body’s immune responses in check. 
When PD-1 attaches to another protein called 
PDL-1 on a cancer cell, it stops the T cell from 

Chemotherapy 

Chemotherapy is a cancer treatment that uses drugs 
to stop the growth of cancer cells, either by killing 
the cells or by stopping them from dividing. When 
chemotherapy is taken by mouth or injected into a 
vein or muscle, the drugs enter the bloodstream and 
can reach cancer cells throughout the body (system-
ic chemotherapy). When chemotherapy is placed 
directly into the cerebrospinal fluid, an organ, or a 
body cavity such as the abdomen, the drugs main-
ly affect cancer cells in those areas (regional che-
motherapy). The way the chemotherapy is given 
depends on the type and stage of the cancer being 
treated.

See Drugs Approved for Cervical Cancer  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
drugs/cervical) for more information.

Targeted therapy

Targeted therapy is a type of treatment that uses 
drugs or other substances to identify and attack spe-
cific cancer cells without harming normal cells.

Monoclonal antibody therapy is a type of targeted 
therapy that uses antibodies made in the laborato-
ry from a single type of immune system cell. These 
antibodies can identify substances on cancer cells or 
normal substances that may help cancer cells grow. 
The antibodies attach to the substances and kill the 
cancer cells, block their growth, or keep them from 
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The National Cancer Institute (NCI) has a video for 
patients called, “Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors”.
You can view this link and learn more at the web-
page of the NCI:  
https://youtu.be/GIUu239FWMg

See Drugs Approved for Cervical Cancer (Link: 
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/ 
cervical) for more information.

killing the cancer cell. PD-1 inhibitors attach 
to PDL-1 and allow the T cells to kill cancer 
cells. Pembrolizumab is a type of immune 
checkpoint inhibitor used to treat recurrent 
cervical cancer.

Immune checkpoint inhibitor. Checkpoint proteins, such as 
PD-L1 on tumor cells and PD-1 on T cells, help keep immune 
responses in check. The binding of PD-L1 to PD-1 keeps T 
cells from killing tumor cells in the body (left panel). Block-
ing the binding of PD-L1 to PD-1 with an immune checkpoint 
inhibitor (anti-PD-L1 or anti-PD-1) allows the T cells to kill 
tumor cells (right panel).
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new treatments, they often answer important ques-
tions and help move research forward.

Patients can enter clinical trials before, 
during, or after starting their cancer treat-
ment.

Some clinical trials only include patients who have 
not yet received treatment. Other trials test treat-
ments for patients whose cancer has not gotten 
better. There are also clinical trials that test new 
ways to stop cancer from recurring (coming back) 
or reduce the side effects of cancer treatment.

Clinical trials are taking place in many parts of the 
country. Information about clinical trials supported 
by NCI can be found on NCI’s clinical trials search 
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/search) webpage. Clinical trials sup-
ported by other organizations can be found on the 
ClinicalTrials.gov (Link: clinicaltrials.gov/) website.

Follow-up tests may be needed.

Some of the tests that were done to diagnose the 
cancer or to find out the stage of the cancer may be 
repeated. Some tests will be repeated in order to see 
how well the treatment is working. Decisions about 
whether to continue, change, or stop treatment may 
be based on the results of these tests.

Some of the tests will continue to be done from time 
to time after treatment has ended. The results of 

New types of treatment are being tested 
in clinical trials. 

Information about clinical trials is available from 
the NCI website (Link: www.cancer.gov/about- 
cancer/treatment/clinical-trials).

Treatment for cervical cancer may cause 
side effects.

For information about side effects caused by treat-
ment for cancer, see our Side Effects (Link: www.
cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/side-effects) 
page.

Patients may want to think about taking 
part in a clinical trial.

For some patients, taking part in a clinical trial may 
be the best treatment choice. Clinical trials are part 
of the cancer research process. Clinical trials are 
done to find out if new cancer treatments are safe 
and effective or better than the standard treatment.

Many of today's standard treatments for cancer are 
based on earlier clinical trials. Patients who take 
part in a clinical trial may receive the standard treat-
ment or be among the first to receive a new treat-
ment.

Patients who take part in clinical trials also help im-
prove the way cancer will be treated in the future. 
Even when clinical trials do not lead to effective 
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Carcinoma in Situ (Stage 0)

Treatment of carcinoma in situ (stage 0) may in-
clude the following:

• Conization, such as cold-knife conization, 
loop electrosurgical excision procedure 
(LEEP), or laser surgery.

• Hysterectomy for women who cannot or no 
longer want to have children. This is done 
only if the tumor cannot be completely re-
moved by conization.

• Internal radiation therapy for women who 
cannot have surgery. 

Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to 
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are ac-
cepting patients. You can search for trials based on 
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where 
the trials are being done. General information  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

Stage IA Cervical Cancer

Stage IA cervical cancer is separated into stage IA1 
and IA2.

Treatment for stage IA1 may include the following:
• Conization.

• Total hysterectomy with or without bilateral 

these tests can show if your condition has changed 
or if the cancer has recurred (come back). These 
tests are sometimes called follow-up tests or check-
ups.

Your doctor will ask if you have any of the follow-
ing signs or symptoms, which may mean the cancer 
has come back:

• Pain in the abdomen, back, or leg.

• Swelling in the leg.

• Trouble urinating.

• Cough.

• Feeling tired.

For cervical cancer, follow-up tests are usually done 
every 3 to 4 months for the first 2 years, followed by 
check-ups every 6 months. The check-up includes 
a current health history and exam of the body to 
check for signs and symptoms of recurrent cervical 
cancer and for late effects of treatment.

Treatment Options by Stage 
For information about the treatments listed below, 
see the Treatment Option Overview (Link: www.
cancer.gov/types/cervical/patient/cervical- 
treatment-pdq) section.
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• Radiation therapy alone.

Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to 
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are ac-
cepting patients. You can search for trials based on 
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where 
the trials are being done. General information  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

Stages IIB, III, and IVA Cervical Cancer

Treatment of stage IIB, stage III, and stage IVA cer-
vical cancer may include the following:

• Radiation therapy with chemotherapy given 
at the same time.

• Surgery to remove pelvic lymph nodes fol-
lowed by radiation therapy with or without 
chemotherapy.

• Internal radiation therapy.

• A clinical trial of chemotherapy to shrink the 
tumor followed by surgery.

• A clinical trial of chemotherapy and radiation 
therapy given at the same time, followed by 
chemotherapy.

Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to 
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are ac-

salpingo-oophorectomy.

Treatment for stage IA2 may include the following:
• Modified radical hysterectomy and removal 

of lymph nodes.

• Radical trachelectomy.

• Internal radiation therapy for women who 
cannot have surgery.

Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to 
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are ac-
cepting patients. You can search for trials based on 
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where 
the trials are being done. General information  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

Stages IB and IIA Cervical Cancer

Treatment of stage IB and stage IIA cervical cancer 
may include the following:

• Radiation therapy with chemotherapy given 
at the same time.

• Radical hysterectomy and removal of pelvic 
lymph nodes with or without radiation thera-
py to the pelvis, plus chemotherapy.

• Radical trachelectomy.

• Chemotherapy followed by surgery.
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Treatment Options for Recurrent Cervical 
Cancer

For information about the treatments listed below, 
see the Treatment Option Overview  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/patient/ 
cervical-treatment-pdq) section.

Treatment of recurrent cervical cancer may include 
thefollowing:

• Immunotherapy.

• Radiation therapy and chemotherapy.

• Chemotherapy and targeted therapy.

• Chemotherapy as palliative therapy to relieve 
symptoms caused by the cancer and improve 
quality of life.

• Pelvic exenteration.

• Clinical trials of new anticancer drugs or 
drug combinations.

Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to 
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are ac-
cepting patients. You can search for trials based on 
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where 
the trials are being done. General information  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

cepting patients. You can search for trials based on 
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where 
the trials are being done. General information  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

Stage IVB Cervical Cancer

Treatment of stage IVB cervical cancer may include 
the following:

• Radiation therapy as palliative therapy to 
relieve symptoms caused by the cancer and 
improve quality of life.

• Chemotherapy and targeted therapy.

• Chemotherapy as palliative therapy to relieve 
symptoms caused by the cancer and improve 
quality of life.

• Clinical trials of new anticancer drugs or 
drug combinations.

Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to 
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are ac-
cepting patients. You can search for trials based on 
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where 
the trials are being done. General information  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.
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cancer may need immediate treatment. Treatment 
may include:

• Conization.

• Radical trachelectomy.

Women should be tested to find out if the cancer 
has spread to the lymph nodes. If cancer has spread 
to the lymph nodes, immediate treatment may be 
needed.

Stage II, III, and IV Cervical Cancer During 
Pregnancy

Treatment for stage II, stage III, and stage IV cervi-
cal cancer during pregnancy may include the fol-
lowing:

• Chemotherapy to shrink the tumor in the sec-
ond or third trimester of pregnancy. Surgery 
or radiation therapy may be done after deliv-
ery.

• Radiation therapy plus chemotherapy. Talk 
with your doctor about the effects of radiation 
on the fetus. It may be necessary to end the 
pregnancy before treatment begins.

To Learn More About Cervical Cancer
For more information from the National Cancer 
Institute about cervical cancer, see the following: 

• Cervical Cancer Home Page  

Cervical Cancer During Pregnancy

General Information About Cervical Can-
cer During Pregnancy

Treatment of cervical cancer during pregnancy de-
pends on the stage of the cancer and how long the 
patient has been pregnant. A biopsy and imaging 
tests may be done to determine the stage of the dis-
ease. To avoid exposing the fetus to radiation, MRI 
(magnetic resonance imaging) is used.

Treatment Options for Cervical Cancer 
During Pregnancy

For information about the treatments listed below, 
see the Treatment Option Overview section.

Carcinoma in Situ (Stage 0) During Preg-
nancy

Usually, no treatment is needed for carcinoma in 
situ (stage 0) during pregnancy. A colposcopy may 
be done to check for invasive cancer.

Stage I Cervical Cancer During Pregnancy

Pregnant women with slow-growing stage I cervi-
cal cancer may be able to delay treatment until the 
second trimester of pregnancy or after delivery. 

Pregnant women with fast-growing stage I cervical 
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(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/cervical)

• Cervical Cancer Prevention  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/ 
patient/cervical-prevention-pdq)

• Cervical Cancer Screening  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/ 
patient/cervical-screening-pdq)

• Unusual Cancers of Childhood Treatment 
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/childhood- 
cancers/patient/unusual-cancers- 
childhood-pdq)

• Drugs Approved for Cervical Cancer  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/ 
treatment/drugs/cervical)

• Lasers in Cancer Treatment (Link: www. 
cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/ 
surgery/lasers-fact-sheet)

• Understanding Cervical Changes: A Health 
Guide for Women  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/publications/ 
patient-education/understanding- 
cervical-changes)

• Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Vaccines  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/ 
causes-prevention/risk/infectious-agents/
hpv-vaccine-fact-sheet)

• HPV and Pap Testing (Link: www.cancer.gov/
types/cervical/pap-hpv-testing-fact-sheet)

For general cancer information and other resources 
from the National Cancer Institute, see the follow-
ing:

• About Cancer  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer)

• Staging (Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/
diagnosis-staging/staging)

• Chemotherapy and You: Support for People 
With Cancer (Link: www.cancer.gov/ 
publications/patient-education/chemo- 
and-you)

• Radiation Therapy and You: Support for  
People With Cancer  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/publications/ 
patient-education/radiation- 
therapy-and-you)

• Coping with Cancer  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/coping)

• Questions to Ask Your Doctor about Cancer 
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/coping/
questions)

• For Survivors and Caregivers  
(Link: cancercontrol.cancer.gov/ocs/ 
resources/survivors.html)
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About This PDQ Summary

About PDQ

Physician Data Query (PDQ) is the National Cancer 
Institute's (NCI's) comprehensive cancer informa-
tion database. The PDQ database contains summa-
ries of the latest published information on cancer 
prevention, detection, genetics, treatment, support-
ive care, and complementary and alternative med-
icine. Most summaries come in two versions. The 
health professional versions have detailed informa-
tion written in technical language. The patient ver-
sions are written in easy-to-understand, nontechni-
cal language. Both versions have cancer information 
that is accurate and up to date and most versions 
are also available in Spanish (Link: www.cancer.
gov/espanol/publicaciones/pdq).

PDQ is a service of the NCI. The NCI is part of the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH). NIH is the 
federal government’s center of biomedical research. 
The PDQ summaries are based on an independent 
review of the medical literature. They are not policy 
statements of the NCI or the NIH.

Purpose of This Summary

This PDQ cancer information summary has current 
information about the treatment of cervical cancer. 
It is meant to inform and help patients, families, 
and caregivers. It does not give formal guidelines 

or recommendations for making decisions about 
health care.

Reviewers and Updates

Editorial Boards write the PDQ cancer information 
summaries and keep them up to date. These Boards 
are made up of experts in cancer treatment and 
other specialties related to cancer. The summaries 
are reviewed regularly and changes are made when 
there is new information. The date on each summa-
ry ("Updated") is the date of the most recent change.

The information in this patient summary was tak-
en from the health professional version, which is 
reviewed regularly and updated as needed, by the 
PDQ Adult Treatment Editorial Board  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/publications/pdq/ 
editorial-boards/adult-treatment).

Clinical Trial Information

A clinical trial is a study to answer a scientific ques-
tion, such as whether one treatment is better than 
another. Trials are based on past studies and what 
has been learned in the laboratory. Each trial an-
swers certain scientific questions in order to find 
new and better ways to help cancer patients. During 
treatment clinical trials, information is collected 
about the effects of a new treatment and how well it 
works. If a clinical trial shows that a new treatment 
is better than one currently being used, the new 
treatment may become "standard." Patients may 
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want to think about taking part in a clinical trial. 
Some clinical trials are open only to patients who 
have not started treatment.

Clinical trials can be found online at NCI's website 
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials). For more information, call the Can-
cer Information Service (Link: www.cancer.gov/
contact/contact-center) (CIS), NCI's contact center, 
at 1-800-4-CANCER (1-800-422-6237).

Permission to Use This Summary

PDQ is a registered trademark. The content of PDQ 
documents can be used freely as text. It cannot be 
identified as an NCI PDQ cancer information sum-
mary unless the whole summary is shown and it 
is updated regularly. However, a user would be 
allowed to write a sentence such as “NCI’s PDQ 
cancer information summary about breast cancer 
prevention states the risks in the following way: 
[include excerpt from the summary].”

The best way to cite this PDQ summary is:

PDQ® Adult Treatment Editorial Board. PDQ Cer-
vical Cancer Treatment. Bethesda, MD: National 
Cancer Institute. Updated MM/DD/YYYY. Avail-
able at: https://www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/
patient/cervical-treatment-pdq (Link: www.cancer.
gov/types/cervical/patient/cervical-treatment-pdq). 
Accessed MM/DD/YYYY. [PMID: 26389422]

Images in this summary are used with permission 

of the author(s), artist, and/or publisher for use in 
the PDQ summaries only. If you want to use an im-
age from a PDQ summary and you are not using the 
whole summary, you must get permission from the 
owner. It cannot be given by the National Cancer 
Institute. Information about using the images in this 
summary, along with many other images related to 
cancer can be found in Visuals Online  
(Link: visualsonline.cancer.gov/). Visuals Online is 
a collection of more than 3,000 scientific images.

Disclaimer

The information in these summaries should not be 
used to make decisions about insurance reimburse-
ment. More information on insurance coverage is 
available on Cancer.gov on the Managing Cancer 
Care (Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/ 
managing-care) page.

Contact Us

More information about contacting us or receiving 
help with the Cancer.gov website can be found on 
our Contact Us for Help (Link: www.cancer.gov/
contact) page. Questions can also be submitted to 
Cancer.gov through the website’s E-mail Us  
(Link: www.cancer.gov/contact/email-us).

Date this NCI Patient Education Statement was up-
dated: 2019-03-01.
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colon (KOH-lun)
The longest part of the large intestine, which is a tube-like organ 
connected to the small intestine at one end and the anus at the oth-
er. The colon removes water and some nutrients and electrolytes 
from partially digested food. The remaining material, solid waste 
called stool, moves through the colon to the rectum and leaves the 
body through the anus.

colposcope (KOL-poh-SKOPE)
A lighted magnifying instrument used to check the cervix, vagina, 
and vulva for signs of disease.

colposcopy (kol-POS-koh-pee)
A procedure in which a lighted, magnifying instrument called 
a colposcope is used to examine the cervix, vagina, and vulva. 
During colposcopy, an instrument called a speculum is inserted 
into the vagina to widen it so that the cervix can be seen more eas-
ily. A vinegar solution may be used to make abnormal tissue easier 
to see with the colposcope. Tissue samples may be taken using a 
spoon-shaped instrument called a curette and checked under a 
microscope for signs of disease. Colposcopy may be used to check 
for cancers of the cervix, vagina, and vulva, and changes that may 
lead to cancer.

cone biopsy (kone BY-op-see)
A procedure in which a cone-shaped piece of abnormal tissue is 
removed from the cervix. A scalpel, a laser knife, or a thin wire 
loop heated by an electric current may be used to remove the 
tissue. The tissue is then checked under a microscope for signs of 
disease. Cone biopsy may be used to check for cervical cancer or 
to treat certain cervical conditions. Types of cone biopsy are LEEP 
(loop electrosurgical excision procedure) and cold knife conization 
(cold knife cone biopsy). Also called conization.

Conization (koh-nih-ZAY-shun)
A procedure in which a cone-shaped piece of abnormal tissue is 
removed from the cervix. A scalpel, a laser knife, or a thin wire 
loop heated by an electric current may be used to remove the 
tissue. The tissue is then checked under a microscope for signs of 
disease. Conization may be used to check for cervical cancer or 

Words to Know
3-dimensional (3-dih-MEN-shuh-nul)
A graphic display of depth, width, and height. Also called 3-D.

cervical carcinoma in situ (stage 0) (... SER-vih-kul KAR-
sih-NOH-muh in SY-too)
Severely abnormal cells are found on the surface of the cervix. 
Stage 0 cervical carcinoma in situ is usually caused by certain 
types of human papillomavirus (HPV) and is found when a cervi-
cal biopsy is done. If not treated, these abnormal cells may become 
cancer and spread to nearby normal tissue. Treatment for stage 0 
cervical carcinoma in situ may include cryotherapy, laser therapy, 
loop electrosurgical procedure (LEEP), or cone biopsy to remove 
or destroy the abnormal tissue. Stage 0 cervical carcinoma in situ 
is sometimes called high-grade or severe dysplasia. Also called 
cervical squamous intraepithelial neoplasia 3 and CIN 3.

cervical (SER-vih-kul)
Relating to the neck, or to the neck of any organ or structure. Cer-
vical lymph nodes are located in the neck. Cervical cancer refers 
to cancer of the uterine cervix, which is the lower, narrow end (the 
“neck”) of the uterus.

Cervical cancer (SER-vih-kul KAN-ser)
Cancer that forms in tissues of the cervix (the organ connecting 
the uterus and vagina). It is usually a slow-growing cancer that 
may not have symptoms but can be found with regular Pap tests 
(a procedure in which cells are scraped from the cervix and looked 
at under a microscope). Cervical cancer is almost always caused 
by human papillomavirus (HPV) infection.

Cold-knife conization (kold nife koh-nih-ZAY-shun)
A procedure in which a cone-shaped piece of abnormal tissue is 
removed from the cervix using a scalpel or laser knife. Some of 
the tissue is then checked under a microscope for signs of disease, 
such as cervical cancer. Cold knife conization may also be used to 
treat certain cervical conditions. Also called cold knife cone biop-
sy.
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human papillomavirus (HYOO-mun PA-pih-LOH-muh-
VY-rus)
A type of virus that can cause abnormal tissue growth (for exam-
ple, warts) and other changes to cells. Infection for a long time 
with certain types of human papillomavirus can cause cervical 
cancer. Human papillomavirus may also play a role in some other 
types of cancer, such as anal, vaginal, vulvar, penile, and oropha-
ryngeal cancers. Also called HPV.

Human papillomavirus (HPV) test (HYOO-mun PA-pih-
LOH-muh-VY-rus …)
A laboratory test in which cells are scraped from the cervix to 
look for DNA of human papillomaviruses (HPV). HPV can cause 
abnormal tissue growth (for example, warts) and other changes to 
cells. Infection for a long time with certain types of HPV can cause 
cervical cancer. HPV can also play a role in other types of cancer, 
such as cancers of the anus, vagina, vulva, penis, and oropharynx. 
Also called HPV DNA test.

immunosuppression (IH-myoo-noh-suh-PREH-shun)
Suppression of the body's immune system and its ability to fight 
infections and other diseases. Immunosuppression may be delib-
erately induced with drugs, as in preparation for bone marrow 
or other organ transplantation, to prevent rejection of the donor 
tissue. It may also result from certain diseases such as AIDS or 
lymphoma or from anticancer drugs.

incisions (in-SIH-zhun)
A cut made in the body to perform surgery.

Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (in-TEN-sih-tee-
MAH-juh-LAY-tid RAY-dee-AY-shun THAYR-uh-pee)
Intensity-modulated radiation therapy is a 3-dimensional con-
formal radiation therapy planning and delivery tool that shapes 
the radiation dose distribution and minimizes the dose to normal 
structures. Intensity-modulated radiation therapy implies inverse 
planning algorithms (i.e., the physician determines radiation treat-
ment parameters to maximize dose to the target and minimize 
dose to normal tissues, and the planning algorithm maximizes the 
adherence to these parameters by modifying the beam spatially 

to treat certain cervical conditions. Types of conization are LEEP 
(loop electrosurgical excision procedure) and cold knife conization 
(cold knife cone biopsy). Also called cone biopsy.

curette (kyoo-RET)
A spoon-shaped instrument with a sharp edge.

cystoscope (SIS-toh-SKOPE)
A thin, tube-like instrument used to look inside the bladder and 
urethra. A cystoscope has a light and a lens for viewing and may 
have a tool to remove tissue.

Cystoscopy (sis-TOS-koh-pee)
Examination of the bladder and urethra using a cystoscope, insert-
ed into the urethra. A cystoscope is a thin, tube-like instrument 
with a light and a lens for viewing. It may also have a tool to re-
move tissue to be checked under a microscope for signs of disease.

DES (drug)
A synthetic form of the hormone estrogen that was prescribed to 
pregnant women between about 1940 and 1971 because it was 
thought to prevent miscarriages. DES may increase the risk of 
uterine, ovarian, or breast cancer in women who took it. It also 
has been linked to an increased risk of clear cell carcinoma of the 
vagina or cervix in daughters exposed to DES before birth. Also 
called diethylstilbestrol.

drug (drug)
Any substance, other than food, that is used to prevent, diagnose, 
treat or relieve symptoms of a disease or abnormal condition. Also 
refers to a substance that alters mood or body function, or that can 
be habit-forming or addictive, especially a narcotic.

Endocervical curettage (en-doh-SER-vih-kul kyoo-reh-
TAZH)
A procedure in which a sample of abnormal tissue is removed 
from the cervix using a small, spoon-shaped instrument called a 
curette. The tissue is then checked under a microscope for signs of 
cervical cancer. This procedure may be done if abnormal cells are 
found during a Pap test. 
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laser (LAY-zer)
A device that forms light into intense, narrow beams that may be 
used to cut or destroy tissue, such as cancer tissue. It may also 
be used to reduce lymphedema (swelling caused by a buildup of 
lymph fluid in tissue) after breast cancer surgery. Lasers are used 
in microsurgery, photodynamic therapy, and many other proce-
dures to diagnose and treat disease.

laser surgery (LAY-zer SER-juh-ree)
A surgical procedure that uses the cutting power of a laser beam 
to make bloodless cuts in tissue or to remove a surface lesion such 
as a tumor.

lesion (LEE-zhun)
An area of abnormal tissue. A lesion may be benign (not cancer) or 
malignant (cancer).

Loop electrosurgical excision procedure (loop ee-LEK-troh-
SER-jih-kul ek-SIH-zhun proh-SEE-jer)
A technique that uses electric current passed through a thin wire 
loop to remove abnormal tissue. Also called LEEP and loop exci-
sion.

medicine (MEH-dih-sin)
Refers to the practices and procedures used for the prevention, 
treatment, or relief of symptoms of diseases or abnormal condi-
tions. This term may also refer to a legal drug used for the same 
purpose.

Modified radical hysterectomy (MAH-dih-FIDE RA-dih-
kul HIS-teh-REK-toh-mee)
Surgery to remove the uterus, cervix, upper part of the vagina, 
and nearby ligaments and tissues. Nearby lymph nodes may also 
be removed. In this type of surgery, not as many tissues and/or 
organs are removed as in a radical hysterectomy.

oral contraceptives (OR-ul KON-truh-SEP-tiv ...)
A pill used to prevent pregnancy. It contains hormones that block 
the release of eggs from the ovaries. Most oral contraceptives in-

and/or temporally). Spatial and temporal beam modification is 
often achieved by dynamically moving multi-leaf collimators. 
Intensity-modulated radiation therapy can also be achieved via 
custom-made beam compensators, which are derived from inverse 
planning algorithms. A novel way to deliver intensity-modulated 
radiation therapy is tomotherapy, in which a bank of collimated 
leaves shutter open and closed while rotating around the patient 
in a spiral manner. The unifying principle of all intensity-modu-
lated radiation therapy planning and delivery methods is inverse 
planning. Intensity-modulated radiation therapy results in a great-
er deposition of low doses to normal tissue, which may increase 
the risk of second malignancies. Also called IMRT.

Internal radiation therapy (in-TER-nul RAY-dee-AY-shun 
THAYR-uh-pee)
A type of radiation therapy in which radioactive material sealed in 
needles, seeds, wires, or catheters is placed directly into or near a 
tumor. Also called brachytherapy, implant radiation therapy, and 
radiation brachytherapy.

invasive cancer (in-VAY-siv KAN-ser)
Cancer that has spread beyond the layer of tissue in which it 
developed and is growing into surrounding, healthy tissues. Also 
called infiltrating cancer.

kidneys (KID-nee)
One of a pair of organs in the abdomen. The kidneys remove 
waste and extra water from the blood (as urine) and help keep 
chemicals (such as sodium, potassium, and calcium) balanced in 
the body. The kidneys also make hormones that help control blood 
pressure and stimulate bone marrow to make red blood cells.

laparoscopic (LA-puh-ROS-koh-pee)
A procedure that uses a laparoscope, inserted through the abdom-
inal wall, to examine the inside of the abdomen. A laparoscope is 
a thin, tube-like instrument with a light and a lens for viewing. 
It may also have a tool to remove tissue to be checked under a 
microscope for signs of disease.
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create an opening to the uterus. The stitch or band may be opened 
or closed as needed. Also called radical cervicectomy.

RNA 
One of two types of nucleic acid made by cells. RNA contains 
information that has been copied from DNA (the other type of 
nucleic acid). Cells make several different forms of RNA, and each 
form has a specific job in the cell. Many forms of RNA have func-
tions related to making proteins. RNA is also the genetic material 
of some viruses instead of DNA. RNA can be made in the labora-
tory and used in research studies. Also called ribonucleic acid.
scalpel (SKAL-pul)
A small, thin knife used for surgery.

Stage IA cervical cancer (... SER-vih-kul KAN-ser)
Cancer is found in the cervix only. Stage I is divided into stages IA 
and IB, based on the amount of cancer that is found. In stage IA, 
a very small amount of cancer that can only be seen with a micro-
scope is found in the tissues of the cervix. Stage IA is divided into 
stages IA1 and IA2, based on the size of the tumor. In stage IA1, 
the cancer is not more than 3 millimeters deep and not more than 
7 millimeters wide. In stage IA2, the cancer is more than 3 but not 
more than 5 millimeters deep, and not more than 7 millimeters 
wide. Stage IB is divided into stages IB1 and IB2, based on the size 
of the tumor. In stage IB1, (1) the cancer can only be seen with a 
microscope and is more than 5 millimeters deep and more than 7 
millimeters wide; or (2) the cancer can be seen without a micro-
scope and is not more than 4 centimeters. In stage IB2, the cancer 
can be seen without a microscope and is more than 4 centimeters.

stage IIA cervical cancer (... SER-vih-kul KAN-ser)
Cancer has spread beyond the uterus but not onto the pelvic wall 
(the tissues that line the part of the body between the hips) or to 
the lower third of the vagina. Stage II is divided into stages IIA 
and IIB, based on how far the cancer has spread. In stage IIA, 
cancer has spread beyond the cervix to the upper two thirds of the 
vagina but not to tissues around the uterus. Stage IIA is divided 
into stages IIA1 and IIA2, based on the size of the tumor. In stage 
IIA1, the tumor can be seen without a microscope and is not more 
than 4 centimeters. In stage IIA2, the tumor can be seen without a 

clude estrogen and progestin. Also called birth control pill.

palliative therapy (PA-lee-uh-tiv THAYR-uh-pee)
Treatment given to relieve the symptoms and reduce the suffering 
caused by cancer and other life-threatening diseases. Palliative 
cancer therapies are given together with other cancer treatments, 
from the time of diagnosis, through treatment, survivorship, re-
current or advanced disease, and at the end of life.

Pelvic exenteration (PEL-vik eg-ZEN-teh-RAY-shun)
Surgery to remove the lower colon, rectum, and bladder, and cre-
ate stomata (openings) through which urine and stool are passed 
out of the body. In women, the cervix, vagina, ovaries, and nearby 
lymph nodes are also removed.

pelvic wall (PEL-vik ...)
The muscles and ligaments that line the part of the body between 
the hips.

Plastic surgery (PLAS-tik SER-juh-ree)
An operation that restores or improves the appearance of body 
structures.

Pregnant (PREG-nun-see)
The condition between conception (fertilization of an egg by a 
sperm) and birth, during which the fertilized egg develops in the 
uterus. In humans, pregnancy lasts about 288 days.

Radical hysterectomy (RA-dih-kul HIS-teh-REK-toh-mee)
Surgery to remove the uterus, cervix, and part of the vagina. The 
ovaries, fallopian tubes, and nearby lymph nodes may also be 
removed.

Radical trachelectomy (RA-dih-kul TRAY-kee-LEK-toh-
mee)
Surgery to remove the cervix, nearby tissue and lymph nodes, and 
the upper part of the vagina. It may be used to treat women with 
early-stage cervical cancer who want to have children. After the 
cervix is removed, the uterus is attached to the remaining part of 
the vagina. A special stitch or band is used to act as the cervix and 
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transplant (tranz-plan-TAY-shun)
A surgical procedure in which tissue or an organ is transferred 
from one area of a person’s body to another area, or from one per-
son (the donor) to another person (the recipient).

ureters (YER-eh-ter)
The tube that carries urine from the kidney to the bladder.

urethra (yoo-REE-thruh)
The tube through which urine leaves the body. It empties urine 
from the bladder.

womb (woom)
The hollow, pear-shaped organ in a woman's pelvis. The womb 
is where a fetus (unborn baby) develops and grows. Also called 
uterus.

microscope and is more than 4 centimeters. In stage IIB, cancer has 
spread beyond the cervix to the tissues around the uterus but not 
onto the pelvic wall. 

stage IV cervical cancer (... SER-vih-kul KAN-ser)
Cancer has spread beyond the pelvis, or can be seen in the lining 
of the bladder and/or rectum, or has spread to other parts of the 
body. Stage IV is divided into stages IVA and IVB, based on where 
the cancer has spread. In stage IVA, cancer has spread to nearby 
organs, such as the bladder or rectum. In stage IVB, cancer has 
spread to other parts of the body, such as the liver, lungs, bones, or 
distant lymph nodes. 

stage IVA cervical cancer (... SER-vih-kul KAN-ser)
Cancer has spread beyond the pelvis, or can be seen in the lining 
of the bladder and/or rectum, or has spread to other parts of the 
body. Stage IV is divided into stages IVA and IVB, based on where 
the cancer has spread. In stage IVA, cancer has spread to nearby 
organs, such as the bladder or rectum. In stage IVB, cancer has 
spread to other parts of the body, such as the liver, lungs, bones, or 
distant lymph nodes. 

stage IVB cervical cancer (... SER-vih-kul KAN-ser)
Cancer has spread beyond the pelvis, or can be seen in the lining 
of the bladder and/or rectum, or has spread to other parts of the 
body. Stage IV is divided into stages IVA and IVB, based on where 
the cancer has spread. In stage IVA, cancer has spread to nearby 
organs, such as the bladder or rectum. In stage IVB, cancer has 
spread to other parts of the body, such as the liver, lungs, bones, or 
distant lymph nodes. 

stoma (STOH-muh)
A surgically created opening from an area inside the body to the 
outside.

stool (stool)
The material in a bowel movement. Stool is made up of undigest-
ed food, bacteria, mucus, and cells from the lining of the intes-
tines. Also called feces.
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Contact Us for Help
www.cancer.gov/contact

Coping with Cancer
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/coping

Drugs Approved for Cervical Cancer
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/cervical

E-mail Us
www.cancer.gov/contact/email-us

For Survivors and Caregivers
cancercontrol.cancer.gov/ocs/resources/survivors.html

Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Vaccines
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/ 
infectious-agents/hpv-vaccine-fact-sheet

Lasers in Cancer Treatment
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/surgery/ 
lasers-fact-sheet

PDQ Adult Treatment Editorial Board
www.cancer.gov/publications/pdq/editorial-boards/
adult-treatment

Cervical Cancer Treatment Options
www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/patient/cervical- 
treatment-pdq

Unusual Cancers of Childhood Treatment
www.cancer.gov/types/childhood-cancers/patient/ 
unusual-cancers-childhood-pdq

Visuals Online
visualsonline.cancer.gov/

Links to Cancer-Related Websites
 
About Cancer
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer

Cancer Information Service
www.cancer.gov/contact/contact-center

Cervical Cancer During Pregnancy
www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/patient/cervical- 
treatment-pdq

Cervical Cancer Home Page
www.cancer.gov/types/cervical

Cervical Cancer Prevention
www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/patient/cervical- 
prevention-pdq

Cervical Cancer Screening
www.cancer.gov/types/cervical/patient/cervical- 
screening-pdq

Chemotherapy and You: Support for People With Cancer
www.cancer.gov/publications/patient-education/chemo- 
and-you

Clinical Trial General Information
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/

Clinical Trial Search
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/
search

Clinical Trials Supported by Other Organizations
ClinicalTrials.gov/
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